Double good news for ASE Class of 2020
Congratulations to the ASE class of 2020, who had their convocation, at long last,
on March 1 (eight months after graduating). A cheerful group of 17 graduates
(about half of the class) attended the socially distanced ceremony in the Nanyang
Auditorium. The valedictorian Lee Ming Yang gave a well-received speech themed
around the fitting quote “If life were predictable it would cease to be life, and be
without flavour” by Eleanor Roosevelt.
Graduates of the ASE class of 2020
after their convocation.

More good news for the class of 2020 arrived last week with the annual graduate
student survey, revealing a record high employment rate of 95.5% for the ASE
graduates of 2020. More statistics on ASE graduate employment from the survey
can be found here.

Staff Turnover and Promotions
We welcome two new hires who joined the ASE in the last month, Dennis
Wagenaar (Research Fellow) and Celine Liu (Research Assistant). They both work
with Asst Prof David Lallemant’s team in the Disaster Analytics for Society Lab
(DASL).
Dennis Wagenaar recently joined
DASL.

Meanwhile, Research Fellow Francesca Forni has secured a position as a
researcher in geochemistry and volcanology at the University of Milan in Italy.
Best of luck to her!

Awards, Recognition, and Grants

Grace Tay will be exploring the
diatoms of Singapore’s waters.

Two of our undergraduate students, Grace Tay and Roy Tan, have been awarded
the EXPLORE! grant to do research at St John’s Island National Marine Laboratory.
The grant is sponsored by the MSRDP (Marine Science Research & Development
Programme) under the Singapore NRF (National Research Foundation). Grace
Tay’s project is on diatoms, titled “Building a Visual Database of Singapore’s
Marine Diatoms using the FlowCam and looking at Diatom Diversity in relation

with Tidal Patterns”, and Roy Tan’s project is on microplastics: “Investigating
Microplastic distribution in Singapore’s Marine Environment using FlowCam”.

Roy Tan’s research project is on
marine microplastics.

Utami Sri Budhi is the recipient of the 2021 Women in Engineering, Science, and
Technology (WiEST) Conference Grant of S$3,000. She is one of four recipients
from the CoS, and the only one from ASE this year.

CONGRATULATIONS ALL! �

Meetings and Events
•

ASE held a Virtual Open House for prospective students on 27 February.
Associate Chair (Academics) Natasha Bhatia has recorded video
introducing ASE to prospective students (Learn more about ASE), and we
also have three new ASE corporate videos (1: General, 2: Faculty and
research, 3: Students and alumni). Applications are open, so do help us
share these videos as physical recruiting events are currently not
possible.

•

EOS has celebrated the 10th anniversary of its collaboration with the
Centre for Volcanology and Geological Hazard Mitigation (CVGHM),
Indonesia. Over the past decade CVGHM and EOS have shared
observation stations, knowledge, laboratory facilities and expertise, and
developed databases for historical eruptions and current day monitoring.
Graduate students from CVGHM have also been admitted through ASE.
More on this topic in this EOS blog post.

•

The World Organization of Volcano Observatories (WOVO), which is
hosted by EOS, organized an international Workshop on Volcano
Monitoring Infrastructure on the Ground and in Space. The participants
contributed to the development of a Global Volcano Monitoring
Infrastructure Database (GVMID), hosted at WOVOdat. They also
learned about satellite tools for volcano monitoring, and contributed to
improving the utility of satellite data for volcanoes. Recorded talks from
the workshop are available here. Read more about WOVOdat in this
Inverse article: How volcano scientist are teaming up to stop the next
big disaster.

•

Perrine Hamel was invited to speak at the Institute of Water Policy, Lee
Kuan Yew School of Public Policy, NUS, on 22 March. She gave a talk on
“The role of natural infrastructure in integrated urban water
management: A Southeast Asian Perspective”.

Hear about ASE from Dr Natasha
Bhatia, Associate Chair
(Academics), on Youtube.

EOS and CVGHM Collaborators

World Organisation of Volcano
Observatories (WOVO).

Perrine Hamel gave a talk at IWP.

Some recent publications and outreach from ASE
•

•
Judith Hubbard published on the
Himalayas.

•

•

•
Plant roots featured in two recent
ASE publications, by Kelly Andersen
and by David Wardle.

•

•

•
Christaline George and Federico
Lauro pubished on harmful algal
blooms.

•

•

•
Eleanor Slade and Janice Lee put
the environmental impacts of palm
oil in context.

•
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Outreach
•
Karen Lythgoe’s photo of an
alligator gar in MacRitchie
Reservoir.

Karen Lythgoe’s photo of a huge monstrous fish later identified as a non-native
alligator gar gained a lot of attention and was shared widely from Nature
Societies Facebook page, where she first posted it. Straits Times was among the
many media that picked up the story: Monstrous' fish at MacRitchie identified as
non-native alligator gar.

•

Climate Conversations with Shawn
Lum is on Wednesday 10 March.

•

•

•

Federico Lauro talks about his
research on microplastics on CNA.

Next up in the ArtScience Museum talk series ‘Climate Conversations’ brings
together climate scientists and ecologists from the region in a programme of
talks that spotlights some of the most profound stories from the frontlines of
conservation and climate innovations. Next week it features ASE’s Dr Shawn
Lum, who will share about Nature Society’s efforts for marine conservation and
coastal clean-up, and how we can play a role in protecting our marine
environments and biodiversity.
Federico Lauro was interviewed about his research on Microplastic pollution in
Singapore in this CNA video: New study to track microplastic pollution in
Singapore
Perrine Hamel has provided her expert opinion about the ecological significance
of golf courses on CNA, and about urban design and sustainability in a CNN
feature on the new Singapores new “eco town” Tengah.
ASE undergraduate student Cheryl was recently invited by NParks and its parent
Ministry (the Ministry for National Development) to visit the Ulu Pandan/Dover
Forest with Minister Lee. An HDB estate is planned for the area, and Cheryl and
colleagues in the group Singapore Youth Voices for Biodiversity spoke up in
favour of retaining the forest and seeking alternative, less biodiverse, sites for
the HDB project.
After the walk there was a discussion with the Minister over the decision making
that will take place over the fate of the forest and the planned HDB estate, and
Cheryl made a convincing case for the kinds of ecological factors that can and
should be considered in any urban planning exercise, about how nature can be
integrated into planning and how society would be better off for it (source: Dr
Shawn Lum).

ASE undergrad Cheryl (left) visiting
Ulu Pandan/Dover Forest with
Minister for National Development,
Desmond Lee. (Photo from
Desmond Lee’s Facebook page).

Keep up the good work, Grace!

Have a recent publication or some other news? Drop Anna a line at: alagerstroem@ntu.edu.sg

